Ábhar Aiste

Athrú Aeráide: (bunaithe ar Léamthuiscint B 2016)
➢ Téigh tríd na focail agus frásaí seo leis an duine in aice leat gan féachaint ar an alt.
Cuir líne nó highlighter ar na cinn nach bhfuil ar eolas agat/nach bhfuil tú cinnte
fúthu.
➢ Déan iarracht iad a aimsiú san alt.
➢ Scríobh amach an stór focal nua i do chóipleabhar faoin teideal ‘Athrú Aeráide’
Alt 1: about the environment, scientist, famous, the temperature, the changes, (sheet of)
ice, rising, melting, as a result of it, It is thought (briathar soar), by the middle of the
century, disaster, the programme focused on, it is often he has to, in danger, becoming
scarce, narrow, to grab (chun….), substantial changes, not only, all over the world, It is no
surprise.
Alt 2: the renowned economist, destroying, the beauty of nature, monetary value, the deaf
ear, the warning, boom in industry, the developed world, was released (briathar saor),
harmful material, protection, economic growth, really impacting on, influence, published,
opinions and arguments.
Alt 3: becoming warmer, toxic gases, flowing, meeting together, regularly, the standard of
the air (air quality), the protection of the forests (ginideach iolra), green methods of
production, was agreed (briathar saor), summit meeting, tie, society.
Alt 4: wetter, more rain, during the celtic tiger era, were destroyed (briathar saor), green
fields, was built (briathar saor), industrial estates, housing estates, fossil fuels, increase,
traffic, flights abroad, ozone layer, this lessens, the protection, ultraviolet radiation.
Alt 5: sustainable development, for the first time, harm, development that will not harm the
environment (that will not do harm to the environment), a personal challenge, the health of
the globe, cut back on flights, healthier after them.

➢ Scríobh achoimre ar an sliocht, ag tógáil amach na pointí is tábachtaí (Is leor 3-4
abairt a scríobh do gach alt)
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